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Inoculation Studies Related to 
Breeding for Resistance to 
Bacterial Wilt in Lespedeza 
M . S. O l'f UlT .... ND J. D . B ALDRIDGE-
INT ROD UCTION 
Bacteria.] wilt, C;tuSe<l by X am}xmwnaJ uJptdruu (Ayers tI ai.) Starr, is 
one of the most destructive dise2.ses of the annual JeSpedeZlS in Missouri. It 
has been more damaging in SCl.ndard Korean les~eza (Ltspetkza JlipuUtaa 
·A$$ociue Professor of Field Crops and Resclrch Agronomist. Agricultllul Re-
son:h Servi«, United Satcs Depanmcm of Agri(\llcu,e. 
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Fig. I - Till() (DinNIn dis_ of l(QrtIln ksptdnP. TiN lWII plants on Iht kft art buJlhy. 
TIA Ibm punlS in llw middk IIrt dying from btuttri .. i wilt; 1Iott 1M wil/inR /"",;n .. / WIltS 
and Iht M4i/h] rrJ()tJ. TIN rhm punts on tIN right IIrt dJin,lrem f'tI(!l rot; nOlI 1M wiiling 
Urminai k""1 and SUN ana flit ,maying r/Wtl. 
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J\Iaxium) [h~n in common Jespedeu (UJptdna striata Thunb.). 
The disc;lse was first observed by Ldebvrc It a1. (5) in 1937 at (he 
Arlington Experiment Farm, Arlington, Va. Subsequently, it was reported 
in Missouri. Iowa, Kansas, Illinois, Tennessee, ;lod New York (1). Bacre-
d:!.l wilt now appears to be widespce2d in M issour i. 
The first evidence of the ~riousncss o f the disease in Missouri came 
from experimental plantings at the University of Missouri South F:ums 
near Columbia. Blicterial ""ilt was prevalent in plamings of Korean Itspe-
dcza in nine Ye2rs out of twelve during the period 1942 to 1953. In experi-
mema] pastures, Korean Iespedcza has been increasingly difficult to main-
tain :lnd the difficulty hu been :mribured in part to damage from wilt. The 
disease appears to be very destructive in old, volunteer stands subjected to 
heavy grazing. In srnin tests of annuallespedeza, most of rhe strains, in-
cluding Standard Korean, have b~n damaged frequendy by wilt (Figure 
1) . 
As the destructiveness of wilt became evident, Ihe need for resistam 
strains of lespedeza was recognized. Breeding resistant stIllins offered the 
most logical means of controlling rhe disease, but suitable merhods and 
procedures were not available. 
I t was the purpose of thi s investigation: (1 ) To develop inoculation 
procedures for determining the resistance to wilt of annuallespedeza Stn1ns 
and for selecting new resistant strains, (2) ro study the effects of the disease 
on lespedeza mains. and (3) to determine some of the factors chat inAuence 
the spread and severity of the disease. 
REVIEW OF lITERATURE 
Bacterial wilt of Iespedeza was first identified and named by Lefebvre, 
Ayers, and Johnson (') in 1939. Ayers, Lefebvre, and Johnson (1) found the 
disease to be a rypical bacterial wilt of the vascular system. 
The morphological and cultural characters of the Cllusal organism 
Xanlhor1UJnas ltsptdnae (A yees tl ai.) Starr have bet:n studied in detail by 
Ayers tt al. (1), Burkholder and Starr (:~), and Starr (6). A yerStt al. (1) in 
1939 described the pathogen as follows: 
The causal bacterium i$ a rod-shaped, Gum.negative, monotrichous 
organism th2t digests 511rch vigorously and grows espeddly well on srarchy 
media. Colonies on agar are primuJine ye llow and those on nutrient agar arc 
appressed and extremely viseid. The organism lique6es gelatin, egg albumin, 
and. blood serum:and forms both hydrogen su16de and indo!. Nitrates arc not 
n:duccd and neither acid nor p :ltC (is) formed {rom dextrose, lactose, mdt-
O$C. 51cehu05C, stuch, and mannitol. Milk becomes alkaline and cbrcd. 
Optimum tempc['lture for growth of the organi$m in culrurc is nar 3 ~· C. 
The lespedeza wilt pathogen was considered by Ayers Ita'. (I) to be 
an undescribed species of bacterium/and the name PhytomfmaJ ItJptdtzat, 
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n. sp. was proposed by them in 1939. In 1946, the lespedeza parasite w~ 
reclassified and placed in the genus XanJhomonas by Starr (6). 
The mode of encry of the parasite into the host was panially investi-
gated by Ayers tt al. (1). They suggested that the bacterium could make 
its way through parenchyma from wounds or from Stomata to the vascular 
tissue. 
According to Ayers tt a/. (1), once the wilt organism has gained en· 
trance into the vascular system it can travel rapidly in the xylem vessels and, 
apparently, can pass without difficulty from the leaves to the base of the 
stem or from the rOOts to the stem. 
Overwineering of the pathogen has not been studied extensively, but 
Ayers et at. (1) poim OUt that since farmers usually permit the annualles-
pedezas to reseed year after year in the same fields, infected seed and the 
trash from diseased plants may harbor the bacterium during the winter 
months. As evidence of this, they cited experiments made at the Arlington 
Farm. T hey were able to isolate the parasite from seed harvested from dis-
eased plantS and from old, diseased plane stems collected from the field as 
late as April 14. 
Brown and Baldridge (10, 11, 12) stated that wet weather during the 
spring and early summer, when accompanied by heavy grazing, might be 
a factor contributing to the spread and to the severity of the disease in the 
field. 
For practical control of the disease, Ayers tt a/. (1) have suggested 
breeding of resistant varieties. Wilsie and Hughes (7), Helm and McHoney 
(8), and Hanson (9) made limited anempts to locate wilt resistane strains 
of annuallespedeza. The results were not wholly satisfactory because of the 
lack of suitable procedures for selecting strains with a high degree of resist-
ance. 
Feaster (4) has poimed out that one of the main obstacles in investipt· 
ing disease resistance has been that of successfully obtaining the same de· 
gree of infection on given genOtypes each time it is attempted. Breeding 
for resistance is facilitated by inoculation methods which give reproducible 
results under controlled conditions. 
Ayers et al. (1) successfully infected lespedeza plants with the wilt 
bacterium by three differenc methods of inoculation, all of which involved 
wounding of the host. The first method involved pricking the leaves with 
a needle dipped in a bacterial suspension. The second involved severing the 
roots of seedlings while they were immersed in a bacterial suspension. In 
the third, young leaflets were severed and the CUt surface dipped in a bacte-
rial suspension. They also attempted, with little success, to obtain infection 
by a:omizing or swabbing the leaves of older plants with a bacterial sus-
penSiOn. 
Wilsie and Hughes (7 ) found the needle-pricking technique to be 
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unsatisfactory as a means of evaluati ng sel~tions of Iespeden for resistllnce 
co bacterid wilt. With their root inoculation technique, chey obtained ce· 
suits si mil:u to chose obtained naturally in the field. 
Hanson (9) was successful in infecting Jespedeza plants by clipping 2 
inches from the cops when thcy were 8 to 10 inches tall and dipping the cue 
ends in a bacteri21 suspension. Wilsie and Hughes (7), however, concluded 
th:u ch.is method was so severe thu different degrees of wilt resistanet: 
would be difficult to detect among lespedeza strains. Helm and McH oney 
(8) wele unsuccessful in obtaining uniform wilt infections when they clip-
ped Jespedeza plants about 6 inches above che ground with shears JUSt plior 
co applying che inoculum as a spray. 
I n lespedeza, the reactions of different strains to artificial inoculation 
do not fall into well-defined classes. Instead, a gradation is found from one 
class to another. When this condi tion exists, Brink tJ at. (2) stress the neces-
sity of designating arbiu ary class limits broad enough so that borderline 
ClseS will consriture only 2 small pUt of the tot2l. 
Wilsie and Hughes (7) used what they termed a "bacterial wilt index" 
to eV2luate the relative resistance of Jespedeza stnins and selections to bacte-
rial wilt. T heir index was based on a relative scale which fanged from one 
to nine, with the lower numbers indicating a lesser degree and the higher 
numbers a greater degree of infection. A similar index W2S used by Ayers 
fI at. ( I ), except th2t theif scale included only five classes as follows: zero, 
no infection ; one, very light ; tWO, light; rhree, moderate; and four, severe 
infection. The wile index used by H anson (9) also included five arbitnuy 
classes based on {he severity of the diseue 2S follows: none, crace, slight, 
modente, and severe. Baldridge (II) estim2ted the percenuge o f infected 
leaves and classifi ed the various strains and selections on that basis. 
MA. TERIALS A.ND METHODS 
Source and Concentration of the I noculum: T he CluSal organism 
was isolated in pure culture from diseased plants of the Early Korean F. C. 
19604 strain of annual1espedeza. A I- inch section of stem (Figure 2) was 
surface sterilized for 2 minutes in a calcium hypochlorite solution ("B-K" 
powder, 5 percent solutio n, filtered). After washing the stem section in 
sterile, distilled water to remove the sterilant, about lA-inch was removed 
from each end with a sterile razor blade. The cut ends of the stem section 
then were streaked across agar plues with chemically sterilized forceps. 
W ithin 2 or 3 days an indi vidual colony was selected and transferred to a 
tube of fresh nutrient agar. Subsequent transfers were made 2S needed. 
All cul tures of the pathogen were grown in test tubes on nutrient agar 
slants. Six-week transfers were necessary to keep the cultures alive. Virulent 
cul tures were maintained by re-isolating the org:lnism from diseased plants 
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Fi$' 2-A wattr moun! of sltm stt/iam from dist4ftd kspttk~ planlS Jhowing tht ,ha,.. 
acu mru 6aCllria1 txlruJiom (Jlrtilm;ng) from vQ.u u/", bundlts at tht cut m dJ, and from a 
Inion on fhl slim al righI, X 20. 
of the F, C. 19604 strain at least once each year. The pathogenicity of each 
new isolate: was compared with that of each preceding isolate so that the 
different isolates used would be similar in virulence. No difference in viru-
lence was discernible. 
A standudized concentration of inoculum was prepared by suspending 
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rhe groWth from a two-week-old culture in 15 c.c. of sterile, distilled water 
juSt prior to i ts usc. One culture per 15 t.e. of w:ner was arbitrarily desig-
nated as a "standard" concenttation or suspension. 
Methods of Inoculation: 
1. Cotyledon immmion method- With the seedlings immersed in the 
inoculum, the diml third of each cotyledon was removed with a sterile razor 
blade. 
2. Root tip immmion method-About ~·inch was removed from the tips 
of the prim:l.ry roots with a sterile razor blade or scissors while the plantS 
were immersed in inoculum (Figure 3A). 
--. 
, 
• 
Fig. 3 -FDur of 1M In«"/,,r;on wounding t«hnirj1J1S wid in Ihis study: (A) Clipping 
immmtd rtx!IJ; (8) pin(hi,,~ wtyfdunI; (C) ripp,ng growing points; (D) pric/ting with pim. 
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3. CotykdtJn and leaf dipping method-Either the tips of cotyledons or 
the tips of trifoliate leaves were removed with a pair of fine-poimed scissors, 
which were dipped frequently in the inoculum. 
4. Cotyledon pinching method- The middle of each cotyledon was pinch-
ed severely with forceps moistened with inoculum (Figure 3B). 
5. Growing point method-The growing poin t and top trifoliate leaf 
petiok of each main branch were removed with scissors ·moistened with the 
inoculum (Figure 3C) . 
6. Immersed stem dipping method- With the foliage of plants immersed 
in the inoculum, about 2 inches was clipped from the tOpS with scissors. 
7. Non-immerJed stnn dipping method-About 2 inches was dipped from 
the plant cops with scissors; the cut ends then were sprayed with the 
inoculum or were immersed in ie for a few seconds. 
8. 5pra)"edjoliage dipping method-The plant foliage was subjectcd co a 
fine spray of the inoculum and at the same time the plams were clipped 4 
inches above the ground. The foliage and the shears were moistened with 
the spray throughout the process. 
9. Multiple pin method-A sponge saturated with the inoculum was 
used ro moisten a multipk pin inoculator which pricked a large number of 
leaflets simultaneously (Figure 3D). 
Stages of Plant Development when Inoculations Were Made: 
Plams were inoculated at three stages of development. Seedlings with fully 
developed cotyledons and with the juvenile leaves (first pair ofleaves above 
the cotyledons) JUSt starting to unfold represented the youngest stage. Plams 
approximately 21h inches tall, with the first trifoliate leaves unfolded, repre-
semed the intermediate stage. Plams 4 to 5 inches call represented the more 
mature stage. 
Strains of l espedeza Used in t he Study: The 10 suains which were 
used for the inoculation studies varied widely in date of maturity and in 
resisrance to bacterial wilt under natural field conditions. One or more 
named strains was included in each test to provide a standard of comparison 
for evaluating the performance of the other strains. 
Six of (he 10 strains were of Korean ( L. stipulacea) origin: F.C19604, 
Iowa 6, Korean, Rowan, Climax, and Sel. 29a. Four of the 10 Strains werc 
of common ( L. striata) origin: F.C31057-5, F.C.31852, Kobe, and Sel. 22a. 
In resistance to wilt (he scrains may be classified as follows: F.C.19604, 
highly susceptible; Iowa 6, Rowan, and Korean, susceptible; F.C.31057-5 , 
F.C.31852, Climax, and Kobe moderately resistant; Sel. 29a and Sel. 22a, 
resistant. Sel. 29a and ScI. 22a were (he most promising lines that had been 
selected prior to rhe inoculation studies. Sel. 29a was selected from Climax, 
and Sel. 22a from F.C098171. 
Evaluation of Wilt Resistance: Two merhods of evaluating the wilt 
resistance of individual strains were used. One method was based on the per-
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cent:l~ of inocubrd phms in ach strain chat devdoped symproffiS beyond 
the point of inoculation. The other method was based on the difference in 
weight of forage samples of inoculated and non·inoculated plantS of the 
same serain. The reduCtion in yield of each smin due [Q wilt was computed 
in r:=rcenr and used as the basis for rat ing ehe wilt resistance of the different 
scr:uns. 
Tcmperarure, Lig ht, and Soil Used in t he G reenhouse Experi-
ments: The g reenhouse temperature Auaulrcd between n " m d 90° F, with 
rhe higher tcmperatur(S prevailing in rhe daytime on warm sunny days and 
the lower [cmpe-ntutes 2t night. 
To prevent leSpedeZl pbnts from producing sed premlturely during 
the winter months, the norm:!.1 day was extended 4 or' hours with 1000-
watt bmps placed 3 feet above the plams. 
Putnam silt loam soil was used in the gr~nhouse tests. Scr~ned soil 
m.s placed either in 6-inch pots or in wooden flats containing seventy 2-inch 
by 2-inch metal bands. 
Location, Plot Desi~n, and Harve5ti n~ Method s Used in Field 
Investigation s: The first field inoculation studies were made in 19H and 
1952 on a restricted area. In 1953 the experiments were moved to the Uni-
versity South Farms, Columbia, Mo., where a larger, more uniform area was 
available. 
A split-plot design, which aided in the isolation of the treatments, was 
used. This arrangement permiued sratiStical comparison of the relative wilt 
resistance of strains 2nd provided isol2tion of inoculation treatments, there-
by decreasing the natural spre2d of wilt from one treatment to 2nother by 
vectOtS such 25 insects or rainstorms. 
The rest plot was divided into m2in blocks 5 feet wide and 20 f~t long, 
providing one main block fOt e2ch inoculat ion treatment. T he experimental 
stuins were randomized within C2ch ffi2in block 2nd planted in 5-foot rows 
spaced 2 feet 2p:m. Forage from a 2-foot section was harvested from the 
center of each 5-foot tOW for each ueumem. The entire experiment was 
replicatt"d four times. 
Histological Methods: Four st[2ins of 2nnu211espedez2 were selected 
for the histologio.l study on the basis of their relative resistance to bacterial 
wilt as follows: F.C.19604, highly susceptible; Standard KorC2n, susceptible; 
Climax, moderately reSiSt2nt; and Sel. 22a, resistant. 
Each strain was grown under supplememed and unsupplemented winter 
light. Separate groups of plants from each strain were inoculated at tWO 
stages of devdopment for C2ch light condition. The first group of plants was 
inoculated when the juvenile leaves were hdf unfolded, and the second 
group when the plants were 4 inches tali. 
Slides were prepared. fro m stem sections nken JUSt below the cotyledons 
on the younger plants, and JUSt below the second node under the point of 
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Fig. 4-Usptdtza pianrs and leaflm in/tetti with hacttrial uliff: (A ) Symptoms of 
wattr-soaking and (/Irong of tlit kafon (indi!atM by IlmJWS): (B) DistdSt symprlJm.J in (WI! 
staf!.tS of rkf;dopmtnt: Ltajlm I, 2, arid 3, (omp/tlt') wi/ltd, imitated, and cu~kd; kaflm 
4, J, and 6, just JIllr&ing If) wale.-.soaA at lhtir lips; It4Jlm 7 and 8, kalthy. 
inoculation on che more mature planrs. To demonstrate the presence of me 
organism within the leaves, slides were prepared from diseased F.C.19604 
leaflets that were juSt beginning to show the characu=ristic water-soaking 
at the tips (Figure 4B). To show the disuibution of the causal organism 
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within the fruit, slides were prep:ued from slightly imm:l.cure seeds obt:l.ined 
from badly diseased F.C19604 planes. Between 10 and 20 slides were pre-
pared from plants within each m:atment for each stn.in. 
All plane material W2S killed :and fixed in F.A.A. The younger pb.ms 
were killed and fixed 7 chys :lfta inocuiuion, while the more m:l.[ure pbnrs 
were kilkd :l.nd fixed 14 days :l.fter incKul:nion. All specimens were dehy-
drated by the Diox:me method and subsequently embedded in par:affin prior 
to s«tioning. The slides were stained by the S:l.franin-f:lst green technique. 
Diagrams were prepared [0 show the distribution and sprc2.d of the 
Clusal bacterium within the hOSt t issues from the point of inocui:l.[ion. Sev· 
eral planes, which were selected at random from each of Jive str2ins (F.e.-
19604, Korelln, Climax, Sel. 2920, and Sel. 2220), were diagramed from ~ to 7 
weeks after inoculation. The distribution of the orga~ism was determined 
by bacterial extrusions from stem sections in warer mounts. 
RESULTS 
Preliminuy Investi~ations 
The main objecti ve was to stud y conditions favoring epiphytotics of 
bacterial wilt in annuallespedeza. 
The Need for Woundin~: The first experiment was made to deter-
mine whether" ounds were necessary for the causal organism to enter and 
infea the host. Seeds of the F.C.l9604 strain were germinated on moistened 
paper toweling in perri dishes. When the seedlings were ~-inch long, they 
were rranspianted to bands of soil. 
Each treatment was comprised of three bands of five plants each. One 
ttelltment consisted of cutting off !1 of each cotyledon while the seedlings 
were immersed in a bacterial suspension ( inoculum). The check plants wen= 
treated in the same manner except that the inoculum was repiac(:d with 
steril(:. dis t illed water. A s(:cond u(:atment consisr(:d of transplanting th(: 
s(:(:dl ings directly to bands of soil from the p(:tri dishes without injuring 
th(:m. Following transplanting, 10 c.c. of inoculum was pouc(:d over th(: foli-
ag(: and around th(: roots of the seedlings. For the check treatment an egual 
qU:Ultity of steri le, distilled water was used instead of the inoculum. 
Seven days after inoculation, all n of th(: plants which were inoculated 
by cutting off part of the cotyledons under a bacterial suspension w(:r(: d~ 
(Table 1). O nly one of the I ~ ch(:ck plantS show(:d symptoms of wilt. 
Where the inoculum was poured over the foliage and around the roots of 
the seedlings, only 2 of the 1~ planu showed symptoms of wilt. 
T hcs(: resuhs show thac while a small amount of inf(:ction occurred 
without aniJicial v..'Ounding, such wounding was nec(:$Sary for (:piphytotics 
of the disease. It is suggested thar the small amount of natural infection 0b-
tained in this and iat(:r gr(:(:nhous(: experiments arose from bact(:ria being 
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TABLE I - - WOUNI:ING AS RELATED TO INFECnON OF 
~~~~~cut under ste~c~,,~,~w~,~t.~c ~~:---~ sUI/pension po~red over 
around r oots 
Sterile watll' poured over foliage and around 
root! (check) 
P lants 
1 
2 
1 
14 
IS 
14 
13 
pttSOlt in the seed hull and entering the plam through natural injury, usual-
ly to the cotyledons. In some instances there wu opporrun ity during water-
ing for splashing to spread the disease to check plants. 
The need for wounding was demonstrated further in a second exptri-
ment (Table 2). Unhulled F.C. l9604 seeds were germinated in pttri dishes 
TABLE 2 - - WCIU~.~ ' LATIED Tel INFECTION OF 
Germinated with !te rlle".r.:::""Oil"~-~-­
Ger minated with bacterial suspension followed 
by injury 
Ger minated with s terile water followed 
by Injury 
I 
15 
t4 
o 
14 
on paper toweling moistened with wilt inoculum. An equal number of seeds 
was germinated on paper roweling moistened with sterile, distilled water. 
Fifteen of the seedlings which germinated in the bacterial suspension were 
transferred unin jured to three bands of soil, five co each band. An e<:t ual 
number were injured before transplanting by placing on toweling saturated 
with inoculum and severing the cotyledons with a razor blade. The 30 check 
pi2nts were handled si mibcly except that sterile water repi2ced the wilt 
inoculum. 
In other testS inoculation by spraying with an atomizer did not produce 
the disease. 
Pr imary Infection: In the field , wi lt infected lespedeza plants fi rst ap-
pear early in June. The infection scarts in a few scattered plants and as the 
s~ason progresses it may spread rapidly, depending on environmental condi-
tIons. 
To study primary infection an experiment was performed in the grl!:en-
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Fig. J-SttdJings 0/ main F. C. 19604 showing tht i«ation, infmlally, (darkmtd art...,) 
~f 1m bacttrial wilt Inl.anum in naturally infmtd planlJ. Tht diagr4111J ~ ma~ as sO/}//. 
aJ txttrnal symptom; oj wilt wtTt obsfflltd. 
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house using a susceptible main of ksp(:(/eza, F.C.l9604. Sttdings weI'(: 
made in Aats of unsteti liz(:(/ soil in January, Febru:ny, and March, 1953. The 
stand in each monthly ~ding was thinned to 700 plants. The s~lings then 
were observed for wilt symp[Oms for a period of 30 days. When a plant was 
susp«t(:(/ of having wilt, it was section(:(/ and examin(:(/ microscopically for 
[he presence of the wilt bacterium ( Figure 2). A diagram was prepared for 
each diseas(:(/ plant to show [he location of the organism within [he plam 
( Figure 5). 
Of the 2,100 phnu observed, 34 (1.6 percent) were inf(:Ct(:(/ with bac-
terial wih from namral infections (Table 3). In all of the diseased s~lings 
TABLE 3· ·· 
INFECTED 
Month of 
March 
Total! 
Avary:e 
700 
700 
",.-
LESPEOEZA SEEDLINGS 
INFECTIONS WHEN 
• ,..
Percent 
1.71 
1.14 
the vascuhr bundles in the cotyledons connined bacterial masses. Only a 
few juvenile leaves were found to contain infecdons. At the time external 
wilt symptOms first appeared, no plant contained bacterial masses below the 
crown, although sevttal days later 2 few plants did contain the organism be-
low that point. The cotyledons seemed to be the point of entry for bacteria 
in the primary infection. 
Overwintering of the Wilt Organism: The parasite seems to over· 
winter in seed and diseased plant debris. The usual farm pnctice of letting 
lespedeza reseed and volunteer year after ye:l.r probably encourages a build-
up of the disease. 
An experiment was performed to determine the possibility of the 
pathogen overwintering on the seed or in the hulls. Unhulled F.C.l9604 
seed harvested the previous year ftom diseased plantS was soaked in 25 ec. 
of sterile distilled water. After soaking 4 hours the suspension was filtered 
and the filtrate was used ( 0 inoculate 20 F.C.t9604 seedlings by [he growing 
point method of inoculation (Figure 3). An equal number were inoculated 
with sterile disti lled water. Six days after inoculation, 17 of the 2Or1ants 
inoculated with the filtrate from soaked seed showed symptoms 0 wilt, 
while all of the check plants appeared healthy. The pathogen was re·isolated 
in pure culture from the diseased plants. Thus it appeared that unhulled 
seed could harbor the organism in a virulent condition from one season to 
the next. 
Seed from diseased plants produced only a small percentage of diseased 
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seedlings. This suggested that the p:lthogen was harbored on the outside of 
the seed or in the hulls cadler th:m on the inside of the seed. A Study W:.l.5 
made to determine in what part of the unhuJled seed the pathogen was car-
ried. Inoculum was prepared from diseased, unhulled seed of F.C.19604 
plants by three methods: (1 ) Two c.c. of unhullcd seed wefe soaked for 4 
hours in sterile distilled water :lnd fil tered. T he film.te was used as the in-
oculum. (2) T wo c.e. of hulled seed were surface stuilized in a 10 percent 
solution of calcium hypochlorite for S minutes, rinsed carefully in sterile 
distilled w.ner, sorified, lna thcn scnkcd overnight in 2:; c.e. of sterile dis-
oiled water. After soaking overnight the seeds were fil tered and the filtrate 
used as the inoculum. At th~ tim~ of filr~ring th~ young radicle:s w~r~ MI· 
inch to Iii-inch long. Sinc~ the: m2.jority of the seed (02.tS w~te ruptured duro 
ing germination, b2.cteti2. within the seed COH could diffuse out into the 
W2.ter in which th~ se~ds were soaking. (3) T wo C.C. of hulls without the 
seeds were soaked for 4 hours in 25 C.C. of sterile distilled water and filt~red.. 
The filu:ue w:u used as the inoculum. 
Scp2.rare groups of F.C. l 9604 seedlings were inoculHed when 2 inches 
rail with each of the Ihr~~ fi ltra tes. It ch~ck group was inoculat~d with 
s[eril~ distilled wat~r. All inoculations were made with the growing poim 
method. T he number of plants with wilt was determin~d 21 days after in-
oculHion. 
Table 4 shows that the filtrates derived from hulls and from seeds plus 
th~ hulls, i ncit~d many se~dlings (50.0 and 65.2 percene, respeCtively) to 
TABLE 4 -- RESULTS OF lNOCULA'nNG F.C. 19&04 SEEDLINGS WITH 
nLTRATES OBTAlNED FROM SEED OF DISEASED F.C.19604 
PLANTS 
source CIt 
Filtrate 
Run. and seed 
HuUe 
.. " 
Number Of Plints 
Inoculated Ii) 
46 
<0 
l~ (2) 
Wltq:nt 
.. , 
A Ia~e number of plants .... ere tr eatme nt to permit a eom.par l.on 
wl.tlI the amount of "Ut found previously (Table 3) from natural eaules in lbe 
IIreenhOU5e. 
develop rhe disease. FilerHe derived from hull~d seed which had b ... en sur-
face sterilized did not jncreas~ the amount of wilt above that of the check 
tr~atmem. The wilt organism was carried in the hull, probably in rhe V:1.SCU· 
lar elements, but app2.rently was not carried in other parts of ehe sttd. Small 
pieces of stems found in commercial seed also may harbor the p2.thogen. 
The possibility of the pansiee overwintering in plant debris was stud· 
il::d, using residues of diseased plants. Residues w~rc collected in the wimer 
and spring of 1953 from three strains: F.C.l9604, Io wa 6 2.nd Standard 
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Korean, all of which had been severely damaged by wilt in the field. Field 
samples were collected at monthly intervals from each serain and were taken 
to the labof2tory for further study, beginning in January and ending in April 
(Figure 6). 
In addition to testing for the presence of the bacterium (streaming), 
the virulence of the organism was determined. Stubble specimens were 
presumed to harbor virulent bacteria if a water fil,f2re derived from the Stem 
sections produced the disease in F.C.19604 seedlings while check plantS re· 
m:i.ined healrhy. Virulent bacteria were present in the stems of all thr~ 
stf2ins collc:acd at all dates. 
Ger min2tio n of Seed fro m Diseased Plants: To test the effect of 
possible bacteria harbored on the seed or in the hulls upon seed germina-
tion, the germination of seed from diseased plants W:l.S compared with that of 
seed from healthy plants. The seeds were germinated in petri dishes and ger· 
mination counrs were made after' days. Five replications of 100 seeds each 
\ 
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Fig. 6-Ltsptdna stllDbk coll«ml in M,,,rh thtu (()ntainM tIN IJaamJ wilt l1r1{aninn 
in .. !lin/lmt condition. 
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were used for each treatment. Table 5 shows that seed from diseased plants 
was not inferior in germination to thae from healthy plants. However, under 
fi eld condieions ie is possible for the bacteria carried by the seed and plam 
residues to enter rhrough wounds and infect emerging sedlings. Primary 
infecrion probably occurs in this manner in lespedeza fields. 
TABLE 5 - . GERMINATION OF SEED FROM DISEASED AND HEALTHY PLANTS 
Percent Germination 
Replication 
1 , 
3 
• 5 
Seed From 
DIseased Plants 
75 
" 
" 
" 
Seed From 
Healthl Plants 
Secondary Spread: In June wilt normally appears in only a few les-
pedeza plants s('anered throughout the field, yet later in the season it may 
reach epiphytotic proportions, particularly in grazed or clipped stands. This 
increase as the season progresses probably represents a secondary spread 
of the organism from diseased to healthy plants. 
A simple test was used to show the possibility of livestock spreading 
the disease through grazing from diseased to healthy plants. Foliage of 
diseased plants was taken into the mouth of the experimenter in a manner 
to simulate grazing. With the diseased material held in the mouth, 20 
healthy planes were bitten off at the growing points. An egual number of 
check plantS were treated similarly, except that the pathogen was excluded 
from the mouth. The treatments were made J une 16 when lespedeza was 
6 inches tall. After 8 days, half of the inoculated plants showed extensive 
wilt symptoms while the check plants remained substantially free of symp-
toms. 
Field observations indicated that grasshoppers were spreading the dis-
e:l.se to healthy plants. On many recently infected plants, leaves had been 
partially eaten by these insects. and the injured pans appeared to be points 
of origin of infection. In nearly every case a partially e:l.cen leaf was adjacent 
to and connected with the area infected with wilt as determined by labora-
toty study (Figure 7). 
The ability of grasshoppers to spread the disease was demonserated on 
plants of serain F. C. 19604: Seed was germinated in pots of soil and grown 
for 2 weeks in cages to exclude grasshoppers. On August 4 half of the plants 
were inoculated with wilt and placed in a separate cage into which grass-
hopp~rs were introduced August 6. After feeding on the infected plants 2 
days the grasshoppers were transferred to [he cage of healthy plants, where 
they were allowed to feed·4 days and then were removed. By August 21, 
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Fig. 7- Diagram ¢f a typical plant indicating tM kafoh which had btm partiaily talm 
by insms and th aTfaJ within th plant whtrt ,ht wilt organiIm was found. A~ indican 
itaj/m which wt1"t partially taten by inJim, and shadid aTfaJ ,hrJW whtrt tIN wilt organism was 
found. 
fifry-one percent of the planes fcd on by grasshoppers showed severe infec-
tion while check planes remained free of wilL 
On several occasions an increase in wilt was observed soon after mow-
ing or dipping a stand of Icspedeza. For example, in the 19~2 lespedeza 
strain test only a few plants in susceptible varieties (F. C. 19604, Early Hy-
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brid, Korean, and Iowa 6) showed sy mploms of wih before harvesting. 
After huvcsting for ha.y Ihe number of infected phms increued to many 
times the original number. 
The spread of the disease: by dipping was demonstrated cxperimentllly. 
$eed of stnio F. C. 19604 was planted in filt$ J une 28. T he plants were 
inoculated July} by placing the stems of diseased plantS against Ihe cotyle. 
dons of heal thy ~Iings and cutting with moistened scissors. Check plantS 
were: treated simibrly execp! that hcale hy stems replaced di~ased sIems 
ag:l.insr the: cotyledons. Table 6 shows th :1.C rhis method effectively spread 
the disease. 
TA B LE 6 -- THE [lSEASED STEMS TO 
40 21 . 0 
stems c:otyldolll cut 
In another rcst it was shown that scissors moistened with w:Hc:r spre2d 
the disease most effectively (Table 7). Seedlings of strain F. C. 19604 were 
inoculated by the follow ing methods: (1) Dise2sed stems were soaked in 
sterile Wluer to obtain a bacterial suspension and scissors dipped in this sus-
pension were used to CUt off ~ of each cotyledon; (2) diseased stems were 
placed against the cotyledons of healthy seedlings and cut with dry scissors; 
(3) diseased stems were placed against rhe cotyledons and CUt with moisten-
ed scissors; (4) healthy stems were placed against the cotyledons and cue 
with moistened scissors. Oipping wieh moistened scissors was more effective 
than with dry scissors in spreading the di5e1se. 
TABLE 'I ~- THE EFFECT OF USING MOISTENED SCISSORS TO SPREAD WILT 
P lant. 
Inoc ulation 
I, dlseued plant. 
" " " Healthy cotyledons and dl.eued stem& cut 
.Imulta.neously with wet IIClnon 
" " " Healthy cotyledons and dl'flUed stems cut 
IImultaneously with dry IICI.I-On 
" 
3 • Healthy cotyledon. and healthy . tem. cut 
s imultaneous ly with wet eelsl-OrI (check) 20 0 1 
Effect of Light: When lespedeza plantS are grown in the grt':(nhouse 
during the short days of winter, they do not develop normally. They tend 
Fig. 8~ TN will mis/arltl of lWfJ It/teud lints rtf .. tivt to that ()j the ()riginal partntal 
lintS whm grown undlr tht long days oj JllmfMf: (A) Stlmion 294 (kit) and Climax (rigb!) 
from which-29a W<Z/ Jtk ad. (B) Sri«liol1 22 .. (lift) alld P. ], 098171 ( right) from which 224 
wa.r ,ti« ud. PhQt()!;raphtd Jllly 23. 19}1. 
to be spindly and ro have weak stems. In che seedling stage they arc attacked 
readily by damping-off fungi. It was believed that Iespcdeza might be more 
susceptible to bacterial wilt under winter light than under light conditions 
at other times of the year. Evidence to support this belief was obtained dur-
inR the screening of strains and selections for wilt resistance. 
D uring the fim screening in April Si)[llants were found that were 
highly resistant. These selected lines survive three successive inoculations 
at 3-week intervals, the last twO made to eliminate escapes. 
Seed from these selections, along with seed from their parental lines, 
were scarified and planted in bands of soil on J uly 9. The resistant lines and 
their parental lines were inoculated on July 14 with the cotyledon pinching 
method. To help avoid escapes, all surviving plants were inoculated the sec-
ond time on J uly 28 by clipping each leafier. O bservations made on August 
10 showed that five of the six seleccions were maintaining good resistance 
(Figute 8). 
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Fig. 9- The will mist4nct of tw() slIMed lints "la/illt fa that of IN original parmtal lims 
whm grown IInm 1M shtJrr days of winter wilix;ut Jllpptmuntallight: (A) SeUtllon 29a (kfl; 
and Climax rriKhl) from which 29a war stucud. (11) Stkction 22a (itft) and P. 1. 098171 
(riKht) from u:hith 22a = Jtitcttd. PholoKraphed Dmmbt, 27, 19.H. 
~ from the resistant lines and their parental lines was harvested and 
a second generation [est was started on Novem~r 23. The plants were inoc-
ulated by the cotyledon pinchifl:g method on December 6, at which time they 
were spindly and otherwise showed effects of unfavorable light conditions. 
Damping-off was morc prevalent [han in the tWO previous rests. Results of 
dtis teSt were disappoiming. By December 31 most of the plants were either 
dead or severely wilted, both in the resistant lines and in their parental lines, 
although the rate of killing was more rapid in the latter than in the former 
(Figure9) . 
To explain these results another experiment was made in which light 
conditions were varied. Four replications of F. C. 19604, Iowa 6, Korean, 
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Rowan, Climax, F. C. 31852, Kobe, SeL 29a, Sel. 22a, and a Korean selection 
were planted in flats on January 10. Two replications were placed under each 
of twO light conditions, one being the natural day of less than 12 hours 
occurring at this season, :lnd the other being the natural day supplemented 
with 5 hours of artificial light. Supplemental light was obtained by placing 
lOoo-wan Mazda lamps 3 feet above the plants from 5 p.m. to lO p.m. All 
of the other environmental conditions were kept as nearly the same as was 
possible. Damping-off again was most pronounced under the unsupple-
mented day, and the plants were spindly. The planrs in both treatments were 
inoculated on January 25 by the leaf clipping method. 
By March 21 most of the plantS in all strains grown under unsupple-
mented light were either dead or severely wilted ( Figure 10). Those grown 
under the supplemented light were much less severely affected and there 
was a much greater difference between strains. Selections 29a and 22a were 
the most resistant, while F. C. 19604 was the least resistant of the ten strains. 
T hese and other results showed that plantS grown under the shon days 
and low light intensity of winter were more susceptible to wilt than plants 
grown under longer days and greare! light intensity. Supplementing wimer 
light with light from lOOO-watt Mnda lamps increased the resisr.mce co wilt. 
Effect on Forage Yield: Wilt obviously had reduced the forage 
yields of lespedeza but experimental evidence as co the amoum was lacking. 
An experimem was made in the greenhouse lO determine the reduct ion, 
using a method of artificial inoculation that was believed to approximate 
heavy natural infection. 
Two replications of three strains, F. C. 19604, Climax, and Kobe, were 
planted on February 27 in flats of soil. Half of the planes in each replication 
Fig. IO-Comp"riso" of Ihl t!ftcts of bacltri,,1 u'ilt 0" 1m slraim of """lial kspttkZll 
grown Ii"," long and shor: pboloptri~ds. Tlu for 011 tlu kft rtrl;~td 1m th"n" 12 hour 
day"nd tluflal on tlu ri~hf /?aiwd" 17 hour dtty. Phoro/tr"phtd March 31,19)2. 
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were inoculated on April 16 with the growing point method. On this dare, 
F.e. 19604 was 5 inches ull and (he Q[her two str2ins were" inches w I. The 
other half of the phnn werc handled in a similar manner except that no 
inoculum was applied co the cut surfaces_ Dry weights were taken M2Y 28. 
In (his experiment bacterial wilt reduced the forage yield of P. C. 19604 by 
66.0 percent, that of Kobe by 49.5 percent, 2nd that of Climax by 41.4 pec-
cent. These reductions were higher than expected for the K obe and Climax 
SH2ins. Under the conditions of this experiment, the t wO Strains did nOt 
show as grot resistance as [hey had shown in field variety tests. O bserva-
tions indicated that reduction in forage yields took place in twO ways: First, 
(he inocul:m:d plantS wcn~ stunted in growth; second, they dropped a high-
er percc::ncagc of their leaves. Thus, the quality as well as the quantity of 
forage was lowered. 
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Fi$. 12-Cron st(f;(ln 0/ a d;uaud F. c. 19604 Itsptdlza stun sbuwing tht NeuriaJ 
mtWt.I mvading tht pish atis aft". brtaking from tht vascular tftmmfJ, xJJO: (It) Pith aN 
m~aJd by batttria; (b) pirh "II 1m of batttrilt. The Pllt"t/:rom which this spmmm W<lt 
lakm was grown lind" a lJ-IMllr day Itnd was 4 ",tiNs tal whm in~"tled. TIN sptdmm 
was kiflrtf and jim 6 Wftks afm inocula/ion. 
Histological Srudies 
The objective was to investigare the spread and distribution of the 
bacteria in plants of different stnins, inoculated at different stages of growth 
and grown under varying light conditions. The strains used were F. C. 
19604. KotC".l.n, Climax, and Sel. 22a; the day lengths were 11 and 1~ hours; 
the suges of growth were the cotyledonary stage and the 4-inch stage. 
In the initial stage of infection following inoculation, the invading 
bacteria appeared to be confined to the xylem vessels (Figure Ill. As the 
invasion progressed the cell walls of the xylem tissues were destroyed and 
the bacteria then were able to spread either inward toward the pich cells 
(Figure 12) or outward through the cortex cells (Figure 13). In some: cases 
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the bacterial masses spread in both directions. 
It WllS shown by twO methods that the xylem vessels were broken down 
Ilnd evenruaJly destroyed by the ausai bacterium. First, xylem tissue break-
down W1.S demonstnced by the T hiob:lrbituric Acid Aldehyde Test. When 
the thiobarbituric acid was arplied to freehand sections of dise2Sed Stems, 
rather hC2VY concmmnions 0 ddehydes were found in and neu the infttred 
va.scui:u bundles. Only nor mal concenrradons were associated with rhe 
vascular bundles which ~re free of baccerill.. Second, slides (prepared by the 
p:uaffin method) of plant specimens in aclvlInced stage of infection showed 
that all of the cell maceri"i in the xylem vessels was destroyed with the ex-
ception of the spirals (Figure 14). 
T he baeteri2 within infectcd lc:.i.llets ilppeilred to be confined to thc 
V2$CUhr bundlcs (Figure 1 ) , except in the Wilter soa.kcd a.rea.s. In the Wilra 
soilked ilfeilS the bilcceriill milSses were distributed throughout the ilfi'ectcd 
tissues. In somc instances il bilc~riill exUdiltC was found upon the SUrfilCC of 
the wiltcr,soilkcd pilttS of the lcilflets. 
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Fig. 14- Two wngiltldinai $«Iiom of disttl$td F. C 19604 Usfrdtza SIt1W showing 1M 
tUJfruction O/IM xylem vtSJt is, x440: (aJ Xykm ffi/tlJ 1m of and IIninjllrtd by bactm .. ; 
(b) xylnn I1Imis mstruytd by bact"i .. (nett Ibt p~na of lIN 1m Jpiral1), 
Fig. IJ -CrtlJJ s«rion of Iht mitral part of a diu .. ud ksptdtu. uafkt taktn from an 
afta tJu.t W<I.I nor water-soaked, x~50: (a) X ylnn. fitJStl.J doggtd by baama. 
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Fig. /6-...1 piant Qf Stl. 29 .. Jhowinx lhe fimiud Jp,,1ld <llhl will organism withi" lIN 
1fIDrt miSlanl 11,,,im. tht diaJ!ram w<lS P"/Jam! 49 up "ft" 1« pi,,,,, wtIJ j'U/HI/dIM . 
.If m>1I&" indicau tIN ptNlln t1/ i1J()(llt..ti~" .. "J ""rknwi arM$ sl»w rrg10m ./ i,,/raioll. 
Within the fruits the b:1cterial ceUs were found in the v:l.scub,r tissues 
of the hull but were not found within the embryo or within the seed coat. 
Only a small number of seeds were invcstig:ued. 
In pi:mrs inocub.tcd in the cotyledonary suge, little difference was ob· 
served in cdl wall development and cell dogging as rdated to light condi-
cions. Some difference W2S found b«wttn strains. Planes in me corylcdonuy 
sugc contained fewer fully developed xylem vessels per cross section of stem 
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Fig. 17 -11 plA"t of P.C. 19604 showi"g t~ lxtt/1Siw sprtad of thl wilt org,mism 
withi" tht morr swapfib" slrain;. Tht diagram was Jm/!artri 3.l days afftr inlxlllaf;o". Nofl 
fi;;.f tht ama.rt hal Jfmad hili fht mai" Jam i"fo so,," of fht silk b""I'UM. AmlWS i"di&lJfl 
t~ ~i"tJ of ilWCllwio" a"d "'r~t"tJ aria! sJmg TtK.iO/fJ of i"fictio", 
th:m did plants 4 inehes taiL A larger proponion of (he xylem vessels was 
dogged and destroyed by the bacreril in the younger pilms rhln in the 
more mature ones. Strain differences were not ;1S grClt in the younger plams 
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as they were in the older ones, but even in .the early stages of growth the 
vascular bundles of the mocc resistant strains were clogged less by the bacte-
rial masses than were the more susceptible ones. 
Greater differences between strains and betw~n light treatments were 
found when inoculations were made at the older stage of growth . In this 
stage plants grown under unsupplemented light had thinner xylem cell walls 
than planes grown under supplemented light. T he susceptible strains ap-
peared to have thinner xylem cell walls than did the more resistant strains. 
D ifferences in cell wall thickness between light treatments appeared to be 
nearly as pronounced as the differences between strains. 
It should be poi need out that the supplemental light increased not only 
the photoperiod but also the total iIl~mination per day and the air and soil 
cemperacure while the lights were on. 
Plane diagrams of artificially inoculated planes indicated that the spread 
of the organism within the host was more extensive in susceptible strains 
than it was in morc resistant strains. With few exceptions the plants exam-
ined by this method showed the bacterial cells near the point of inoculation. 
In the more resistant strains ( Figure 16), the organism was confined to a 
smaller area than it was in the susceptible strains ( Figure 17). It appe:ared 
that the organism passed from the main stem into the side branches of sus-
ceptible strains more readi!}' than it did in more resistant strains. 
Investigation of Inoculation Methods 
in the Greenhouse 
Root Versus Foliage I noculation: Root inoculation was compared 
with foliage inoculation on thrtt strains of lespedeza in twO stages of 
growth. The experiment was begun February 20. 
Three strains were grown in petri dishes until the p lants were .}4-inch 
long, for the younger stage. The seedlings were removed, immersed in a 
standard bacterial suspension and the root tips or the cotyledons severed 
with a razor blade. After inoculation chey were uansferred to soil. 
Three suains were grown in potS until 5 inches tall for the older growth 
stage. They were removed, immersed in a standard bacterial suspension, and 
inoculated by severing (he root tips or the growing points of each fo liage 
branch. After inoculation t hey w~re transferred to soil. 
TABLE 8 - -
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Sinc<= the diff'er<=nc<=s b<=twecn strains w<=n= unrdiable, th<= $trains 
wer<= combin<=d in Ta.bl<= 8. Foliage inoculation was mor<= s<=v<=r<= than root 
inoculation in this experiment. Seage of growth influenced susc<=ptibility, 
the disease developing npidly in the young<=r stage with r<=adings being 
tak<=n aft<=r 17 days, and slowly in th<= older seage with readings b<=ing taken 
after 4) days. The young<=r stage was mor<= suscepcibk 
Exc<=ssive labor T<=quir<=ment is an objection eo root inoculation. Foliage 
inoculation can b<= mlcle without transplanting lind, as a result, it facil it2tes 
th<= handling of larg<= populations. 
Cotyl<=don Pinching M<= thod: The cotyledon pinching m<=thod was 
devis<=d as an easy, rapid method offoliag<= inoculation. It was compar<=cl 
with th<= cotyl<=<lon imm<=rsion method as to un iformity and sev<=rity of infec· 
tlon. 
5<=<=<llings of strain F.C.19604 w<=re inoculated March 10 when 1-inch 
tall with the stan dud bact<=rial suspension. 
R<=sults ar<= pr<=sented in Tabk 9. Th<= diseas<= was slow<=r to develop 
with th<= pinching method but th<= outcome was substantially the sam<= with 
the twO methods. 
TABLE 9 -- COMPARlSON OF THE COTYLEDON PINCHING WITH THE 
COTYLEDON IMMERSION METHOD OF JNOCULATING LESPEDEZA 
SEEOU."'GS 
Method or 
Percent of Plints 
, 
Stem Clipping Methods: Imm<=rsed st<=rn clipping was compar<=cl with 
non-imm<=rs<=d st<=m clipping as a means of producing infection. 
Strain F.C.l9604 was planted in flats of soil on F<=bruary 8. Inoculations 
w<=r<= mad<= with th <= stln.hrd bact<=rial suspension on March 30 when the 
plantS were :5 inches talL 
Table 10 shows that the tWO methods w<=r<= about equal in effect. The 
immecs<=d st<=m clipping gave slighcly greater infection than the non-im-
m<=rsed; how<=v<=r, the latt<=r method required less labor and was much better 
adlpted for mass inocuhtions. 
TABLE 10 -- COMPARISON OF THE IMMERSED WITH THE NON-IMMERS ED 
Method ~ 
Non~lmmersed IIteml 20 
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The Growing Point and Multiple Pin Methods: The growing point 
method consisted of cutting the growing point and tOp trifoliate leaf petiole 
of each main branch with scissors moistened with inoculum. This method 
worked weI! in the fi eld giving reliable differentiation in resistance among 
lespedeza strains. It gave less reliable results in the greenhouse, probably due 
to the greater severity of infecrion. 
It was believed that the multiple pin method would give a milder infec_ 
tion that would be more suitable for evaluating resistance under greenhouse 
conditions and give greater economy of labor. In making inocuia[ions the 
inoculator piece containing the sponge was saturated with inoculum aod 
held against the plants to be treated. T he piece containing the pins was 
pressed firmly against the sponge and the operation repeated twice. The 
pins pierced the leaves of many plants, introducing the inoculum (Figure 
18). 
The growing point and multiple pin methods were compared on thr~ 
strains, F.C.l9604, Standard Korean, and SeI. 29a. The plants were grown 
in the greenhouse in flats using nine replications for each treatment. Inocu-
lations using the standard bacterial suspension were made April 3 when the 
planes were 4 inches tall. Dry weights taken June 1 were used as the measure 
of wilt damage. 
,~ 
, . 
• 
• 
. Fi,. IS-Plants of thm strains of Uspetkza 19 days afu, inoculation by Ihl multipk 
pm mtthod. uft, F. c. 19604; u nt", Kortan; right, Sfl. 29a. Nl)u thi pin prid:J in t~ 
Icwtr kafItJ. 
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The multiple pin method ~ve somewhat better differentiation between 
strains than the growing point method (Table 11 ). The interaction of Strains 
TABLE 11 • • YlELD3 OF THREE STRAINS OF LESPEOEZA UNDER TWO 
1.41 1.54 2.62 1.86 
2.42 
and methods was significant at the!i percent level. The percentage reduction 
in yields for the multiple needle and growing point methods, respectively, 
were: F.CI9604, 42.7 and 82.8; Korean, 36.6 and 86.4; Sel. 29a, 0.0 and 6O.!i. 
Conceocraoon of BaCteria and Stage of Plant Growth: In dlC: hisro-
logical studies it appeared that susceptibility (0 wilt was influenced by the 
stage of gtOwth in which plantS were inoculated. An experiment was made 
to test inoculation in three stages of growth: (1) T he cotyledonary Stage; 
(2) the first trifoliate leafsnge; (3) the !i-inch tall stage. T hree concentra-
tions of bacteria, standard, 1 / ~-standard , and 1 / 1~,stanrurd were used. Seven 
strains of lespedeza. were tested, F.C.I9604, Iowa 6, Korean, Rowan, Climax, 
F.C318!i2 , and Kobe. 
Inoculations were made in all three gcowch Stages on April 26. This was 
made possible by staggering the rute of planting for each growth sage. The 
oldest growth stage was planted February 2!i, the medium stage Much 28, 
and the youngest stage April 18. All growth seages were inoculated with 
the growing point method. The plantS were moved out of the greenhouse 
soon after inoculation because of excessively high greenhouse temperatures. 
Final readings were taken July 8, 74 days after inoculation. The results 
are presented in Table 12. Since the differences between strains were not 
TABLE 12 -- ~OCU1.AnON OF LESPEDEZA IN THREE STAGES~,i;!~G~R~O:W....:TH-=--
Flut tr lfonate leu 61.4 43.8 38.9 
standard suspension vns one 2-weeks-old test t llbe c:u1ture per 
sterile cI1stllled vater. 
great, except for F.C19604 which was heavily damaged, the strains were 
averaged together. 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMEi''T STATION 
The data show that the planes v,ere less susceptible to wilt in advanced 
Stages of growth. Decreasing the conccner.uion of bactcria in the inoculwn 
decreased the amount of in"fe(:[ion. The telatively high incidence of wilt on 
planes inoculated ",,-,i th stcrile water is explained by the spread of the disease 
fr om discascd to healthy plants, p robably by insects. The younger plants 
were affected mOSt because they were in a relatively more susceptible stage 
of growth. The diseasc appeared on thc check planes at a la ter date than on 
the inoculated plants. 
A second experiment dealing with the same problems showed that sig-
nifiant differences in wilt reaction betw~n a susccptible strain (F.C.l9604) 
and a wlerant one (ScI. 29a) were nOt obtained in the young cotyledonary 
m.ge, but wcrcobtaincd. at latcr growth stages (Table 13). 
TABLE 13 -- INOCULA-nON OF LESPEDEZA IN THREE STAGES OF GROWTH 
Juvenile lea.ves 
tully opened 
Plants 4 lnches tall 
Unlnocu.lated controls 
, 
.01S 
.01S 
.0001S 
.0001S 
, 
, 
.01S 
.01S 
, 
S 
.01S 
.015 
1/ S .. s tandard suspenslor!. 
'!/ One cotyledon lnocull.ted by plnctl\ng. 
"'1/ Both eotyledons lDoclilated by pinching. 
F.C. t96G4 
set. 29. 
F.C. 196G4 
Sel. 291. 
i/ One jllvenile leaf lnoc~latd b)' cUPPin&". 
f/ Both juvenlle leav .. l!Ioeu.lated by cUppln(. !! Plants Inocull.ted by cuttln( In half. 
In thc youngest stage both srrains were largely eliminated when inocu-
lated with the standard suspension. Reducing thc concentration of bactcria 
in the inoculum reduced the damage from wilt and less scvcre wounding 
(onc cotyledon) rcduced thc damage still more. There was no significant 
differencc between strains at the ~ percent lcvel under any of the conditions. 
In the juvenile Stage there was a signifiant diffcrence between strains 
under aJl conditions. 
In the 4-inch growth stagc there was a signifiC2nl difference betwccn 
stl'2ins at thc standard concentration but not at 1/ loo·standard concentration. 
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The extremely dilute '/'0 ooo·S[andard concentradon caused a slight 
reducrion of stand in the youngest growth stage. The reduction was signifi. 
cant with inoculation in both cotyledons. The '/,OO"standard and the stand· 
ard concentrations caused teductions that were significant or bordered on 
significance in the cotyledonary and juvenile stages. 
In many casc:s heavier wounding significantly increased the stand losses 
when measured 6 weeks after inoculadon. Infection, apparently, spread more 
rapidly in a given time when greater numbers of bacteria were introduced. 
With advancing growth stages it required a greater concentration of 
bacteria in the inoculum ro obtain a given reduction in stand in a given 
length of time. 
The plants in the experiment above were grown in flats of soil in the 
greenhouse. Each [(eatment was replicated five times, and each replication 
contained 20 planes. T he cotyledons were inoculated by pinching with 
tweezers d:r· ped in inoculum, the juvenile leaves by clipping in h:df with 
scissors, an the 4·inch plants by cutting in half with scissors dipped in ino-
culum. 
T he experiment began March 26 and continued until June 12. Final 
readings were taken 6 weeks after each inoculation. This meant that each 
treatment was evaluated on the basis of the effect it produced during a peri. 
od of 6 weeks and, had the experiment continued to the end of the growing 
season, the results might have been somewhat different. Since all plantS were 
started at the same calendar date, the inoculation date was advanced for each 
growth stage. The changing temperature and light condidons in the green· 
house as the season advanced may have influenced ehe disease reactions of 
the different growth stages. High temperature and crowding of plantS may 
have retarded plant growth and reduced wilt damage at later stages of inocu· 
Iation. The results in general agree with those of the previous experiment. 
Investigation of Field Inoculation 
Methods 
1951 Results : A field experiment was started in the spring of 1951 to 
determine the effect of varying the concentration of bacteria in the inocu· 
lum. The strains used were F.C.19604, Climax, Korean, Kobe, and Rowan. 
These were plamed April 26 in 6-fcot rows spaced 3 inches apaIT. Each row 
was divided inco four equal sections. One of the sections was inoculated 
with a double standard concentration of bacteria, one with a standard con· 
centration, one with a one·half standard concentration, and the remaining 
section was left uninoculared as a check. All of the inoculations were made 
on June 8 with the sprayed·foliage dipping method, when the plants were 
4 to 5 inches tall. This method of inoculation reduced the time required for 
making field inoculations. 
16 MISSOURI AGRIC ULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
On June l~, onc week after inocularion, wilt symptoms were present on 
al l inoculated plants. A ccum of infected plants was made on J une 21 and 
the resultS are presenced in Table 14. In general, the amount of infection in-
TABLE 14 -. INOCULATION OF LESPEDEZA WITH THREE CONCENTRATIONS 
OF T HE WILT ORGANISM USING THE CLIPPING 
Climax 
Korean 
Kobo 
creased with increasing concentration of bacteria in the inoculum. Differ-
ences between strains were sm~JJ and inconsistent, except for F.C19604 
which, invariably, was more heavily infected than the others. 
1952 Results: The sprayed-foliage dipping method of inoculation was 
tested again in 19n on F.C19604, Korean, Kobe. ScI. 22a, ScI. 29a, and 
Climax. T he plOt was seeded on April IS, with each strain replicated three 
times in 6-foot rows spaced 12 inches apart. A 3-foot section of each row 
was inoculated on June 23 with the standard bacterial concentration and the 
remaiping 3-foot section was left uninoculated as the check. The planrs were 
from 6 to 9 inches tall at The time of inoculation. 
Readings were made on July 30 to determine the percentage of plantS 
with wilt symptoms. Forage samples were harvested on August 12 to deTer-
mine the reduction in forage yields due to the disease. T he resulTS are pre-
senred in Table D. Infection was not uniform within strains, and the results 
TABLE IS -- !NOCULA'IlON OF LESPEDEZA WITH THE SPRAYED-FOLIAGE 
CLIPPI NG METHOD; FIELD STUDIES, 1952 
Percent of Plants Percent Reduction 
of I Doe 
Korean 67.3 4.1 
Climax 39.3 7.5 
Sel. 29a 24.0 19.5 
Kobe 42.0 13.6 
Sel. 22a 11.0 8.51 
ITbe y!eld Of Ule Inoc\iIited ptints was 8.5 percent (reater than that Of tfie 
unlnoculated plants. 
were not in close agreement with those of the previous year. The relation-
ship between the percentage of infected plants and the percentage reduction 
in forage yields was not as close as expected. If only the perceneage of in-
feCted planes is determined following inoculation, a true picture of the wilr 
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damage may not be obtained. I t would appear chat the ~rcentage reduction 
in forage yield is a better indication of the actual damage caused by wilt, 
since weight measurementS cake intO account the damage resulting from 
stunting and from dropping of diseased leaves. 
1953 Results: Previous greenhouse studies had shown that the severity 
of the disease was influenced by varying either the stage of growth when the 
plants were inoculated or the concentration of the bacteria in the inoculum. 
Using the greenhouse results as a guide, an experiment was made to deter-
mine the most suitable combination of the two variables for testing strains 
oflespedeza for wile resistance in the field . The field experiment was planted 
in a replicated split-plot design with strains as sub-plots. The test included 
five main treatments. Two were inOClllated when the first trifoliate leaves 
were fully formed. one with a standard bacterial concentration, and the other 
with a lh -standard concentration. T wo other treatments were inoculated 
with the same concemracions after the planes had attained an average height 
of 4 inches. The fifth, or uninoculated block, was used as the check. All in-
oculations were made by the growing point method. 
Seedings were made on April 21 and 24. Two treatmencs were inocu-
lated on May 29 and 30 when the plants were in the younger growth stage. 
The three remaining treatments, twO concaining plants in the mature stage 
and the check treatment, were inoculated on J une 23, 24, and 26. 
The ex~rimenc was irrigated twice because of the extremely dry 
weather duting the summer of 1953. An inch of water was applied each time, 
first on June 19, and again on July 27. The application dates were timely, 
since no rain fell within a week of either irrigation date. 
All of the strains were harvested August 17, oven dried, and weighed. 
In the analysis of variance, significant differences existed berween inocu-
lation treatments and between strains. Interaction between inoculation treat-
mencs and strains also was significant. 
TABLE 16 -- EFFECT OF WILT INOCULATION TREATMENTS ON THE 
1.16 
bacterial suspension. 
Small- l/5S • plants Inoculated In the fil'St t r ifOliate leaf stage with a 1/5-standard 
bacterial suspension. 
Large -S '" 4-lnch tall plants Inoculated with a standard bacterial suspension. 
Large-1/5S. 4-inch tall plants inoculated with a l/5-standard bacteria l 
2 suspension. 
L.S.D. (.05) • 0.12 ton . 
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Considerable reduction in yield resulted from each inocul;ttion w~at­
mem (Table 16). Differences between concenrnuions of bacteria in the in-
oculum wer= small and differences between the cwo stages of plant growth 
were insignificant. In the uninoculared treatment where wilt waS absent, 
F.C. l9604 , Rowan, Iowa 6, and Korean were higher in yield than Se1. 29a 
(Table 17). In the inoculated r~atmems, Sel. 29a was invari:l.bly che high-
est yielding sm.i n, lind consisten tl y ouryie1ded Climax, the parent from 
which it origin:u ed. 
17 -- OF TREATMENTS 
1_' 1.94 1.18 1.40 1.14 1.21 
Korean 1.92 .95 1.1 5 1.06 1.01 R_" 1.98 1.12 1.33 1.22 1.4.8 
SeL 29l 1.62 1. 30 1.80 1.48 1.59 
ClIrna :o: 1.45 1.14 1.23 1.13 1.36 
F.C.lI057_S 1.36 1.02 1.22 1.16 1.18 
F .C.31852 1.57 1.16 1.34 1.33 1.26 
Kobo 1.51 1.15 1. 23 U S 1.19 
Sel. 221. .96 .99 
." .92 .711 L.S. D. (.oS) betWeen sUalns · 0.26 ton 
IThe low yield Ql Sel. 221. In this trea tment "as due to I. poor stand. 
Th(: reduccion in yidd du(: co wilt rang(:d from 4.9 p<=rc(:nc for S(:l. 29a 
:and 6.3 p:rc(:nt for Sd. 22a to 46.2 p<=rc(:nt for F.C.l9604 (Tabl(: 18, Figure 
19). Th(: av(:rag(: for all creaCffi(:nts and all strains was 27.6 p<=rcffic. Th(: pro-
ponionac(: c(:duction W2S l(:ss for Sd. 22a rhan for Sd. 29a, with one excq>-
TABLE 18 • • PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN FORAG~E~;~~RE:SU;L~n:N~G~F:R:O:':1 FOUR INOCULA'IlON ~ LESPEOEZA ; 
Iowa 6 
Korean 11<>_. 
Sel. 29a 
Climax 
F.C.3105'-5 
F .C.31852 
Kobo 
Sel. 22a 
39.2 
50.5 
43.4 
19.7 
21 .4 
32.8 
11 . 11 
15.2 
10.3 
14.6 
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Fig. 19-~ialiw mis/ana 10 bamrial Will oj Stl, 29a (jortgr()und) and F. C. 19604 
(badground): Ri!:hf, unino(JIlaud; kjt, inoeui.ltd lUll' 26 al "blight oj 4 ill'lNs with a 
lIa"""", bttdmaJ SltSpmsioll. Photog.r.phlrJ AU!:USI J 7, 19JJ. 
tion, and this exception W;1.S rdated to variation in stand rather than to varia-
tion in wilt reaction. 
In general che reduction in yidd due to wilt WilS less in sm.ins of L. 
Jlriata ( F.C.310~7-~, F.C.318~2, Kobe, Sel. 22a) than in strains of L stipu-
Jaw; (F.C.19604, Iowa 6, Korean, Ro wan, Sd. 2920, Climax). This :ilgr= 
with past results obtained in variety field trials under natural infection. 
1954 Results: The 19~3 test was repeated in 1954. The split plot lr-
rangemem included 10 Strains of Iespedeza (subplots) randomized within 
Cllch of the five inoculation treatments (m:ilin plots). The experiment was 
replicated four times. 
The test was seeded April 23. Good st:ilnds resulted and initial growth 
was satisfactory. Inoculations were made by the growing poinr method, Mlly 
26 for the juvenile St:ilge and] une 24 for the 4-inch stage of growth. The 
inoculum consisted of standard and ~-standard suspensions of the organism 
and ~ percent calcium hypochlorite solution for the check. 
In late May when the juvenile leaf stage inoculations were ffi:ilde, soil 
moisture was still :ildequare for normal plant growth. Immediuely follow-
ing these inoculations deficient r:ilinfa11, combined with :ilbove norma.! daily 
cempeI:iltures, greatly retarded plam growth. By the time the 4-inch stage 
inoculations were made, the soil had bewmc: extremely dry and the daily 
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temperatures were high. These tWO fac[Qrs almOSt stOpped plant growth fol-
lowing the second group of inoculations. Two light irrigations were made 
and after each the planrs became green but only limited growth took place. 
It was not until late in August that rain and cooler temperatures allowed 
the plants (0 resume normal growth. 
When reduction in forage yield of the inoculation treatments was com-
pared with that of the check treatment, it was found that yields were reduced 
only 11.6 percent (Table 19). T his figure was lower than expected, since 
TABLE 19 -- EFFECT OF WILT INOCULATION TREATMENTS ON THE FORAGE 
YlE LD OF LESPEDEZA j FIELD STUDIES, 1954 
2su,penslon01~:j:~""-"''''''''''''' 
L.S.D. (.OS)· 0.17 ton. 
Avera-Ie Yield 
of Ten Strains 
the yield reduction was 27.6 percent in the previous year. D ifferences in wilt 
resiStance between strains were negHgible beauS(' infection was slight; 
therefore, the data for individual strains are not presenred. It appears from 
these results and from previous experience that susceptibility to bacterial 
wilt is influenced by the physiological condition of the plant. W hen plant 
gro~th was retarded by drouth, wilt damage w~s relatively sm all in all 
Str~ms. 
The multiple-pin method of inoculation w~s used in the field in 19S4 
(d~te not included) on three scrains of lespedeza but the results were dis-
~ppointing. Only a few leaflets developed wilt symptoms, and forage yields 
of the inoculated pbnts were as high as those of the check plants. Even F.e.-
19604, which normally is very susceptible [Q the disease, escaped damage. 
It is probable that f~i1ure to obtain infection w~s due [Q heat and drouth 
interfering with the development of the disease. 
DISCUSSION 
Several aspects of the hose-parasite relationship of bacterial wilt of les-
pedeza were investigated. It was felt that knowledge of the many factors 
inv.0lved wo~ld be helpful in developing suitable methods fot breeding wilt 
reSIStant strainS. 
The mode of encry of the pathogen into the host was through wounds. 
The manner in which the plants were injured did not appear to be impor-
nnt provided some of the vaseular elements were severed or ruptured and 
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exposed to the pathogen during or immediately following injury. Infl':Ction 
was obtained without difficulty by wounding either the roots or the foliage 
of young seedlings in the presence of the wilt bacterium. InfeCtion could 
not be incrl':ased appreciably eithl':r by pouring a standard bactl':rial suspen-
sion over the foliage and around the roOtS of unwounded seedlings, or by 
germinating seeds with a water suspension of the organism. Spraying non-
injured foliage of older plants with a bacterial suspension also failed to in-
crease the disease appreciably. 
Germination of lespedeza seed was not affected by the presence of the 
pathogl':n in thl': hulls. Only a small percentage of lespedeza seedlings con-
tracted wilt during emergence, regardless of whether the seed was produced 
on healthy or on diseased planes. Seed which was soaked in a suspension of 
the causal organism appeared to germinate normally and remain free of 
infection as long as the emerging seedlings were not injured in any way. 
Limited data indicate that under natural conditions the seedlings first be-
come infected through the cotyledons. 
Data were obtained showing that the pathogen could over-wincer in a 
virulent condition ei ther in the seed hulls or in the stubble and debris of 
diseased plants. This provides a source of inoculum for infecting seedlings 
which become injured during germination or after emergence in early 
spring. Relatively few young seedlings become infected in volunteer stands. 
Perhaps rhe reason is that the amount of wounding generally is limited, and 
the concentration ofbacceria generally is low. The initial infection usually 
takes place in or near the cotyledons, probably because it is here that natural 
injury most commonly occuts. 
No evidence was found to SUppOIt the theory that the pathogen may 
invade the embryo of the seed as it forms and later infect the seedling as it 
emerges. Prepared slides of seeds from diseased plants did not show bacteria 
present inside the seed, although they could be found readily in the Sl':ed 
hulls. The filttare from such seed that had been hulled and surface sterilized 
did not produce the disease when used as inoculum. Attempts to isolate the 
wilt pathogen from the embryos of such seed were unsuccessful. 
W i1cing and death of ll':aves, branches, or entire plantS is due in parr to 
the destruction of xy1t":m vessels by the pathogen. H istological preparations 
showed chac many xylem vessels as well as other tissues were destroyed in 
advanced stages of the disease. I t is possible, toO, that bactedal plugging of 
xylem vessels and the direct action of bacterial toxins ' may restrict water 
movement and contribute to wilting. Since wilted parts almost invariably 
were laden with bacteria, all three causes may contribute to the effect. Wilt· 
ing occurred in a moist environment as rl':adily as in a relat ively dry one and 
once wilting appeared, the affecred part could not be rescored to a turgid 
condition. 
'Gaumann, E. 19'4. Endeavour 13:198-204. 
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Although the disea~ usu211y appe:m:d in a few SCOlttered plantS during 
June, it did not become widespread untill:Uef in the season. When epiphy. 
toties occurred. seconduy spread s~med to ~ involved. Thre<: possibiliri~ 
of secondary spread were indicated, all of which involved wounding of the 
host: ( I ) grazing and trampling of animals, (2) feeding of grasshoppers 1nd 
other insects, and (3) mowing, especially when the forage was wet. 
Secondary spread and devdopment of the disease appears to be greatly 
retarded by drouth. Extensive symptoms of the disease were not produced 
unless the planes were growing npidJy. Water defi.ciency in the pl:lnc reo 
duces photosynthesis and cell turgidity and doubtless causes other changes, 
otll of which m:l.y restrict the growth of the pathogen. 
In genen.1, lespe&za varied in reaction (Q baaerial wile depending upon: 
(1 ) main of les~deza, (2) concentr2tion or dosage of bacteria in the inocu· 
lum, (3) stage of plant growth at the time of inoculation, (4) method of 
wounding, and (5) environmenr2l conditions for plant growth. 
All strains of les~deza usually were severely injuted under conditions 
of extremely heavy infection. No strain was severely injured under condi· 
tions of mild infection. Conditions between the two exaemes were most 
suitable for separ2ting strains on the basis of resistance co the disease. Of the 
strains tested, F.C.19604 was the most susceptible, and selections 22a and 
29a were the mOSt resistant. 
The severity of the disease increased with an increase in the concentta.· 
cion of bacteria in the inoculum within a certain range of concentration. 
With a given set of conditions there will be a minimum concentration, be· 
low which infection does nOt occur, and a maximum concentration above 
which there is no appreciable increase in severity of infection. The range in 
concentration that gives differences in infection could be expected to change 
if there were changes in the other factors which influence susceptibility. 
The severiry of the disease decreased when inoculation treatments were 
made at more advanced stages of growth. The cotyledonary stage was the 
most susceptible. At this stage, l 1/1 DD·standard dilution incited severe infec· 
tion. The younger the plants the more difficult it W25 to detect differences in 
wilt resistance between strains. 
T he method of wounding plants under cerrain conditions influenced 
the severity of infection. In general, the more IClves or stems that were in· 
oculated on a given plant, the more severe the infection. Cuning the coty· 
ledons aused symptoms to develop earlier than did pinching, bur the end 
result was about the same. Cuning or pinching twO cotyledons resulted in 
more severe infection than cutti ng or pinching one cotyledon. There ap-
peared co be litde difference between severing the stems of plants immersed 
in a bacteri:l.l suspension or severing the stems immediately before immers' 
ing them. The growing point and multiple pin methods were the fastest 
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and easieSt to perform of the foliage wounding methods tested. They pro-
duced differential disease reactions among Iespedeza strains more nearly like 
those observed under natural infection than other foliage methods. 
Root inoculation was less severe than fo liage inoculation and under 
winter grttnhouse conditions where a less severe method o f inoculation was 
needed, the rOOt method gave $aris&.ctoty resultS. Transplanting required 
in rOOt inoculation is laborious. T he sprayed-foliage dipping method was 
economical of labor but nOt of inoculum, and it did not give uniform infec-
cion between plants within strains. It probably would not be suitable for 
screen ing populations for resistant individuals. 
It appears that susceptibility to bacterial wilt m:l.y be influenced by en-
vironmental factors which affect the physiological condition of the plant. 
Wilt damage usually was light in all strains when plant growrh was retarded 
by drouth or low soil fertility. Wilt damage usually was severe in all strains 
when plant growth W:l.S modified by unfavorable ligh t conditions. Satisfac-
tory growing cond itions are needed to bring out differences in susceptibility. 
Lespedez:l W:l.S more susceptible to bacreri:ll wilt under wintet light 
conditions than under spring or sum mer ligh t conditions. Supplemental 
illumination should be provided during the winter and it should be suffi-
cient to :lllow normal growth and development of the plants. Normal 
growth of lespedeza is di fficuh to obtain in the g reenhouse in midwinter, 
for nOt only short day lengths 2nd low light intensity, but also d2mping-o£f, 
vui2ble soil moisture, 2nd other environmental conditions freq uently cause 
abnormal growth. Because of the limitations described, it may be necessary 
to conduct mOSt of the work in the field in breeding for wilt resistant strains 
of lespedeza. 
Measurement of the dam:lge caused by wilt in stands of lespedeza pre-
sented a difficult problem. Considering the many faCtors involved, the deter-
mination o f percentage reduction in forage yield appeared to be the mOSt 
suitable method of m easuring the damage caused by the disease. 
Bacterial wilt reduced both the yield and the quality of lespcdeza forage. 
Yield reductions ranged from about 5 percent for the more resistant strains 
to 50 percent for the more susceptible strains. T wo factors associated with 
reduced yield were: ( 1) A marked stunting of infected plants, and (2) the 
dropping of infected leaves. Most of the loss in yield in the more resistant 
strains, such as Sel. 29a, was due to stunting. Susceptible strains, such as 
F.C.19604, not only were more severely Stunted than were the more resistant 
strains, but also dropped a much larger peccC':ntlge of their leaves. Since for-
age quality is closely rdated to Jeafiness, it is apparent that fo rage quality 
was. lowered more in the susceptib le strains than in the more resistant 
stlOlms. 
In order to estimate the damage caused by the disease in commercial 
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fields of lespedeza, a reliable index of yield reduction due to wilt is needed. 
A suggested approach to such an index follows: Artificially inoculate plants 
in an experimental ploc; after the disease is well developed, harvest the 
plants and chop the foliage inco small sections; after observing the stem se(-
cions for bacterial extrusions, determine the relationship between percent 
infected stems and reduction in forage yield due to the disease. Using this 
as a guide, it would be possible to sample commercial fields, determine per_ 
cent of infected stems, and estimate the damage being incited by wilt. 
To measure the wilt resistance of lespedeza strains -in the greenhouse in 
wimer, the following procedure is suggested: Use inoculum COntaining a 
standard suspension of bacteria (one test tube culture of the organism in 
1 ~ C.c. of sterile distilled water); use Strong supplemental light to maintain 
a day length of at leaSt l~ hours; inoculate plants 4 inches tall with the root 
rip immersion method (immerse the roOtS in a standard suspension of the 
pathogen and sever the rooe tips with scissors) or inoculate plants 4 inches 
tall with the growing point method (clip the growing poine and petiole of 
the top trifoliate leaf with scissors dipped in 'I ~,,-standard suspension) or 
with the multiple pin method and a standard suspension. The greatest num-
ber of plants could be handled with the last twO methods. 
To measure the wilt resistance of lespedeza sttains in the field in sum-
mer, use a standard suspension of bacteria and inoculate plants 4 inches 'tall 
with the growing point method. D uring periods of drouth. irrigation should 
be practiced to promote normal growth of plants and disease development. 
The above procedures may be used for selecting resistant individuals in 
large populations. However, a more severe method probably should be used 
such as clipping both juvenile leaves as soon as they unfold, using scissors 
moistened in a standard suspension of bacteria. Root inoculation in the 
cotyledonary stage should give similar results but would require more labor 
and space. 
The most severe method of inoculation that might be used consiSts of 
wounding the freshly opened cotyledons with scissors or forceps dipped in a 
standard suspension. Under conditions of water, light, and temperature that 
promote rapid, normal growth of plants, resistant individuals may survive, 
especially when only one coeyledon on each seedling is wounded. Under 
conditions less ideal for growth all may be killed, including individuals that 
would be resistant with less severe methods. 
To eliminate escapes, regardless of the method used to initiate infec-
tion, it is wise to continue inoculating the new leaves as they unfold on sur-
viving plants. 
Inheritance studies of wile resistance would be difficult using lespedeza 
strains presently available. Resistance in ehese strains is influenced gready 
by external factors. making it difficult to separate individuals inco sharply 
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defined classes. By progeny resting individuals in segregatlng generations, 
it should be possible to classify them for wilt resistance with reasonable 
accuracy. Inoculation should be by the growing point method as suggested 
:lbove for field studies. 
A large collection of lespedeZ:l strains was g rown in the field over a 
period of several years. This afforded an opportunity to observe the occur· 
«nce of wilt in a broad nmple of germ plasm. The most susceptible struns 
were among the earliest maturing. The most resistant strains were among 
the latest maturing. Inheritance studies should be designed to study linkage 
of maturity with resistance to wilt. It is important to know whether or nOt 
wilt resistance can be combined with early maturity to give rhe resistant 
early strains so greatly n«ded in Missouri. If the best resistance now avail-
able turns out to be unsatisfactory in degree- of protection or in ease of trans-
fer, then the search should continue for a berrer type: of resisnn,e. 
SUMMARY 
1. Bacterial wilt, XanthomcnaJltJptfkziU (A yecut al.) Starr, is one of 
the most serious diseases of lespedeZ:l in Missouri, and has limited greatly 
the perform:lnce of the crop under certain conditions. 
2. Studies were made of the host-parasite relationship and of inocula-
tion and evaluation methods as they relate to breeding for wilt resistance 
in annu:ll kspedeZ:l. 
3. The pathogen entered the host through wounds and spread through 
the vascular system. Many xylem vessels as well as other tissues were de-
Stroyed in advanced Stages of the disease. The pa.thogen traveled more rapid· 
ly in the xylem vessels of susceptible sttains than in those of resistant struns. 
4. H ulls of stored seed. stems , and debris of diseased plantS left in the 
field during the winter contained virulent b:lcteri:l as late as April of the 
following year. These are important means of overwintering. Attempes to 
demonstr:ne that the pa.thogen was carried inside the seed were unsuccessful. 
5. The amount of primaty seedling infection which occurs in suscef> 
tible strains from natural C:lUses may amounc to less than 3 percenc. Ir af> 
pears that primary infection usually occurs in or near the cotyledons of very 
young seedlings. It is possible for it CO occur in any P:lrc of rhe plant. 
6. When natural epiphycoeics occurred. secondary spread appeared to 
be involved. Three possibilities of secondary spread were indicated, all of 
which involved wounding of the hOSt: (1) The grazing and trampling of 
animals. (2) the feeding of gt"asshoppers and other insects, and (3) mowing, 
especially when the forage was wet. 
7_ A measure of the wilt resistance of lespedeu strains W:lS obtained 
by determining the yield reduction due to wilt on a percentage basis. Yield 
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~dllCtion following field inocuhrion ranged from about ~ percent for the 
morc resistant str:tins to 50 percent fo r the more susceptible strains. Two 
lictors associated with reduced yield and quality of forage were stunting of 
growth and dropping of infected leaves. 
8. A wilt index is suggested. as a guide for estimating the yield rcdue-
cion due ro wilt in commucial fields. 
9. A controlled set of conditions was essential for the production of 
uniform cpiphyrotics of wilt. Several factors influenced the severity of in-
fection: (1) Conccntt:uion of blCtcria in the inoculum. (2) stage of plam 
growdl, (3) method of wounding, 2nd (-4 ) environmental conditions for 
plant growth, pmicuhrly light and soil moisture. The ditferentill reaction 
of plants to inoculation wirh wilt is influenced by these factors rhrough their 
effect on the severity of infection. Extremely severe or extremely mild infec. 
tion did not differentiate satisfactorily between str2ins or individual pIma. 
10. Various procedures arc suggested in the Discussion for measuring 
resistance to wilt in lespcd~a strains under greenhouse and field conditions 
and for selecting resistmc individuals in large populations. These procedures 
are designed to produce a given sever ity of infecdon, taking into account the 
influence of several factors upon the severity of the disease. 
11. Possibilities exist for further improvement in procedure for measur. 
ing resist2nce to wile among SCr2ins and among individual planes. T he goal 
is effective procedures thar permit rapid inoculation of large numbers of 
plants with nuximum economy of labot and inocu lum. 
12. Studies of me inheritance of wilt resist1Ince and the linkage relation. 
ship of wilt resistance and plam maturity are needed. 
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